
DUVALDI



The name “Duvaldi” stands for an aspirational value that every upcoming star wants to 
wear. It’s not just a watch brand or an apparel producing company, it’s a lifestyle that 
you live and hold dear to. The brand “Duvaldi” must be preferable for generations and 

our portrayal of it should be on the same lines.

EVOLVE IN STYLE

OPTION 1



Our first logo option is based on the syllables that the word Du-Val-Di contains.
The three syllables start with D and V which gives us a head start to create a logo with 
these two letters. The logo of course is minimal in nature and leaves a memorable print. It 

is easily adaptable and reverberates the aspirational value that the brand holds.

We have kept it a bit racy in nature because our TG which is ambitious people with zeal 
for life prefers life with a bit of speed. The slow nature of life suffocates them and they 

value their time, presence and lifestyle choices.



DUVALDI

When we keep all these factors in mind, we get:



DUVALDIDUVALDI

Presence Of Logo

With Tagline Without Tagline

EVOLVE IN STYLE



Here's how the brand identity will dazzle the world







All precious things in life and nature are a result of absolute hard work. From a diamond 
to a persona, the grooming happens when one finds their way in life going through strug-

gles of time.

DARE TO BE YOU

OPTION 2



This time evolves you into someone you deserve to be but to be that first you have to 
dare. You have to create opportunities, knock on every possible door to get what pre-

cious to you i.e. a lifestyle that responds to your aspirations.

“Duvaldi” as a brand is that aspiration that our audience feels inside them. It’s the 
ambition that every successful person evolves in time and makes a place in this world.



When we keep all this in mind, the brand identity that we get looks like this:

DARE TO BE YOU



DARE TO BE YOU
DARE TO BE YOU

DARE TO BE YOU
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DARE TO BE YOU DARE TO BE YOU

This logo is also an anagram where the initials of the syllables D and V make an appear-
ance. The logo has a revolving structure to represent ever growing nature of the brand 

"Duvaldi".



Here's how the brand identity will dazzle the world






